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SUMMARY: Parents’ and Carers’ views 2015-16
We received 34 answers; this is 49 % of all parents and carers

1. My child is happy at
school.
2. My child feels safe at
school.
3. The school has
effective safeguarding
procures in place.
4. My child makes good
progress at school.
5. My child is well looked
after at school.
6. I would recommend
this school to another
parent.
7. This school ensures
that the students are
well behaved.
8. Curriculum reports
about my child's
progress are
informative and
useful.
9. This school is well led
and managed.
10. This school responds
well to any concerns I
raise.
11. This survey was easy
to complete.
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Summary: 92 % of the parents and carers who answered to this survey either strongly
agreed or agreed with the given statements. This indicates that the vast majority of the
families are happy with the provision; care and education that is provided for their child at
Breakspeare School.

A relatively large number of parents responded ‘I don’t know’ to the survey statements. To
us this indicates that we need to action on this providing our parents and carers with more
detailed information about their child’s school life.
10 families expressed the following other comments, feedback and suggestions in the
survey:
-

We are very happy with BS school. In particular we have been amazed and delighted by the
opportunities in the upper school which are broadening the students' knowledge and life skills.

-

I feel as if there could be more communication between the school to myself about my child's
school day. I feel the homeschool book is very repetitive and I don't actually know much about
what my child has done, ate, open their bowels etc. Also I feel that there could be more
feedback from the therapists. SALT for example; I get 2 reports a year and don't have a clue
what is going on in between.

-

We think this is the best school for our son. Every single day he is more smart and his
behaviour is much better like previously.

-

Not enough options to answer this questionnaire; options 'somewhat agree' or 'not enough
evidence' might qualify better. It would be very useful to have access to videos to see what
the child does in school/class/lessons, especially when the child's communication is limited
and can't tell us at home what they did at school or reluctant to practice at home the learning
from school (our child doesn't want to read at home or practice math).

-

Outstanding school where children needs are put always first. Very supportive of a family unit.
Thank you for your support and never turning down any problems or concerns.

-

We are very satisfied with the progress of our child since he started at Breakspeare. He is
always looking forward to go to school every day. We are very thankful to all the staff
especially in Class 1 for all the efforts and patience given to each student. We wish you all
more power and good health to continue all your hard work and efforts to provide utmost
teaching to each child.

-

I would like to be more included and involved in my child school activities. I would like to see
pictures from school activities with my child at least every week and know the topic of each
week.

-

The school is exceptional and we wouldn't be happier our son is there.

-

I'm not sure if my son loves the school or not. He is very complicated to understand. He likes
few of his class mates - I know school is very good and has every facility for SEN child - My
son has improved a lot but I think maybe teachers need to understand his needs and
problems a bit. - I think some more steps should take for his improvement unless it doesn't
late and on some level remain the same. I also should try harder and I'm trying so. I am not
expecting much but try to help him to improve better. He understand a bit cannot peact on it. Sorry for anything I wrote hurt anyone.

-

The school is conductive environment - teachers and staff very friendly and understanding my son is confident and happy in Breakspeare School

